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Abstract

Geopolymers are three-dimensional aluminosilicate frameworks, synthesized from the
aluminosilicate sources activated by alkali solutions under mild conditions. They are widely
regarded as sustainable construction materials.

The understanding of geopolymer pore structures is important for their development. The
mechanical properties of geopolymers depend on their pore structures. Currently, the pore
structures are often studied using destructive methods, which cannot be used in longitudinal
studies. Thus, new methods are required to characterize the time-dependent properties of
geopolymers.

In this thesis, the following advanced 1H and 129Xe nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
methods were applied to study the polymerization, curing, and pore structure of geopolymers: 1H
relaxometry, 1H cryoporometry, 129Xe spectroscopy, and 129Xe relaxometry. As a result, several
interconnected mesopores with different pore sizes were found. Additionally, three factors were
found to affect the geopolymerization and pore structures: water-to-solid ratio (w/s), silicon-to-
aluminum ratio (Si/Al), and NH4OH posttreatment. High w/s favors large pore sizes and enhanced
pore connectivity. Low Si/Al = 1 contributes to the formation of the zeolite phase, resulting from
the formation of a gel phase with low Si/Al during geopolymerization. The NH4OH posttreatment
did not change pore sizes, but it did increase the level of pore connectivity.

Keywords: 129Xe NMR, cryoporometry, geopolymer, geopolymerization, NH4OH
treatment, NMR spectroscopy, pore structure, relaxometry, Si-to-Al ratio, single-sided
NMR, water-to-solid ratio





Li, Jing, Kehittyneet korkean ja matalan kentän 1H ja 129Xe NMR-menetelmät
geopolymeerien polymeroitumisen, kovettumisen ja huokosrakenteiden tutkimiseen. 
Oulun yliopiston tutkijakoulu: Oulun yliopisto, Teknillinen tiedekunta, Luonnotieteellinen
tiedekunta
Acta Univ. Oul. C 836, 2022
Oulun yliopisto, PL 8000, 90014 Oulun yliopisto

Tiivistelmä

Geopolymeerit ovat kolmiulotteisia alumiinisilikaattirakenteita, jotka syntetisoidaan alumiinisili-
kaattilähteistä, jotka aktivoidaan alkaliliuoksella miedoissa olosuhteissa. Niitä pidetään laajalti
ympäristöystävällisinä rakennusmateriaaleina.

Geopolymeerihuokosrakenteiden ymmärtäminen on tärkeää niiden sovellusten kannalta.
Geopolymeerien mekaaniset ja absorptio ominaisuudet riippuvat niiden huokosrakenteista. Täl-
lä hetkellä huokosrakenteita tutkitaan yleensä destruktiivisilla menetelmällä, jolloin pitkittäistut-
kimus ei ole mahdollista. Tämän vuoksi geopolymeerien ajasta riippuvien ominaisuuksien
karakterisointiin tarvitaan uusia menetelmiä.

Tässä väitöskirjassa geopolymeerien polymeroitumisen, kovettumisen ja huokosrakenteen
tutkimiseen sovellettiin edistyneitä 1H- ja 129Xe NMR-menetelmiä: 1H-relaksometriaa, 1H-kryo-
porometriaa, 129Xe-spektroskopiaa ja 129Xe-relaksometriaa. Tutkimuksessa löydettiin useita toi-
siinsa liittyneitä mesohuokosia, joiden huokoskoko oli erilainen. Tutkimuksessa huomattiin, että
geopolymeerien polymeroitumiseen ja huokosrakenteeseen vaikuttaa kolme tekijää: vesi/kiinto-
ainesuhde (w/s), pii/alumiini suhde (Si/Al) ja jälkikäsittely NH4OH:lla. Suuri w/s suosii suuria
huokoskokoja ja parantaa huokosten kytkeytyneisyyttä. Matala Si/Al = 1 edistää zeoliittifaasin
muodostumista, mikä johtuu sellaisen geelifaasin muodostumisesta, jossa on alhainen Si/Al geo-
polymeroinnin aikana. NH4OH-jälkikäsittely ei muuttanut huokoskokoa, mutta lisäsi huokosten
kytkeytyneisyyttä.

Asiasanat: 129Xe NMR, geopolymeeri, geopolymerointi, huokosrakenne,
kryoporometria, matalan kentän NMR, NH4OH-käsittely, NMR-spektroskopia,
relaksometria, Si-Al-suhde, vesi-kiintoainesuhde
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background   

Geopolymers are three-dimensional (3D) aluminosilicate frameworks, synthesized 

from aluminosilicate sources activated by alkali solution under mild conditions [1]. 

They have the chemical structure of -Si-O-Al-O-Si-. As their building units have a 

disordered arrangement, they are known as amorphous zeolites [2]. 

Geopolymers have been widely regarded as sustainable construction materials 

[3]. They have an advantage over the most widely used cementitious materials, 

such as zero-CO2 emission and higher compressive strength [4]. Recently, 

geopolymers have been used in other applications, such as catalysts [5], adsorbents 

[6], and solid battery electrolytes [7], benefiting from their excellent pore structures 

and low synthesizing price. Furthermore, the understanding of their pore structures 

is important for their development. It has been shown that their mechanical 

properties are related to their pore structures when they are used as construction 

materials [8]. Additionally, the pore structure also affects their performance in other 

applications [9]. 

In the past, many experimental methods were used to obtain information about 

the geopolymer pore structures. Thus, N2 physisorption [10] and mercury intrusion 

porosimetry (MIP) [11] are two conventional methods use for measuring the pore 

size, pore volume, porosity, and surface area of geopolymers; however, they lead 

to the specimen destruction. Microscopy techniques, including scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), are able to give 

pore size estimates from two-dimensional (2D) images [12]. Furthermore, 

tomography techniques based on X-rays [13] and electrons [14] have been used to 

provide images of the 3D framework of geopolymer in a nondestructive manner, 

but they are more suitable for detecting the micron-scale pores. The utilization of 

both nondestructive and effective methods for investigating the pore structures of 

geopolymers on a full scale is required. 
1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxometry of absorbed water is a 

nondestructive method to detect pore sizes and connectivity in cementitious 

materials [15, 16]. Additionally, 1H NMR cryoporometry is a nondestructive 

method to measure pore size distributions (PSDs) [17]. 129Xe NMR spectra are 

another efficient way to detect the pore structures of porous materials, as the 129Xe 

chemical shift is very sensitive to the surrounding chemical and physical 
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environments of xenon atoms [18]. As these NMR methods have worked well in 

detecting the pore structures of the materials similar to geopolymers, it is worth 

applying them to the investigation of the geopolymers’ pore structures. 

1.2 Aims of thesis   

This thesis aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of the pore structures 

of geopolymers by applying advanced NMR methods. Furthermore, the pore size 

and connectivity of geopolymers were studied. Additionally, the effects of many 

factors, including the water-to-solid ratio (w/s), Si-to-Al ratio (Si/Al), and 

posttreatment by NH4OH to the pore structures and geopolymerization during the 

curing process were revealed. 

1.3 Outline of thesis  

This thesis contains the following five chapters: 

– Chapter 1, “Introduction,” gives an overview of the research background and 

clarifies the needs of these studies. The scope of this thesis is also highlighted. 

– Chapter 2, “Geopolymers,” gives a detailed introduction to geopolymers. 

Additionally, the lacking information related to the pore structures of 

geopolymers is provided. 

– Chapter 3, “Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,” explains the basic theories of the 

NMR methods used in this thesis. It introduces how 1H relaxometry, 

cryoporometry, and various 129Xe NMR methods can be used for detecting pore 

structures. 

– Chapter 4, “Pore Structures of Geopolymers Detected by 1H and 129Xe NMR,” 

describes the main contents of the four research parts, including methods, 

results, discussion, and conclusion. 

– Paper I: The evolution of pore structures during curing was monitored 

using 1H relaxation measurements. The pore sizes and connectivity 

were detected using 1H relaxometry, cryoporometry, and two 

conventional methods, N2 physisorption, and MIP. Additionally, the 

effects of a narrow w/s range on the curing process and pore structure 

were investigated. 
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– Paper II: Various 129Xe NMR methods were applied to measure the 

pore sizes and connectivity. The effects of a wider w/s range on the 

pore size and connectivity were studied. 

– Paper III: The mechanism of geopolymerization was studied on a 

single-sided NMR device. The effect of Si/Al on the mechanism of 

geopolymerization was investigated. 

– Paper IV: The effect of NH4OH posttreatment on the pore structure of 

geopolymer was studied by combining 1H and 129Xe NMR. 

– Chapter 5, “Summary and Conclusion” highlights the main findings and 

meanings of this thesis. 
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2 Geopolymers 

Geopolymers are aluminosilicate polymers formed as three-dimensional (3D) 

frameworks [1]. The name geopolymer was introduced by the French scientist Prof. 

Joseph Davidovits [19]. Geopolymers are synthesized from aluminosilicate sources 

with highly concentrated aqueous alkali hydroxide under mild conditions, normally 

not exceeding 100 ℃ [20]. Hence, they are also ascribed as a group of alkali-

activated materials. The frameworks of geopolymers are mainly combined with -

Si-O-Si-, -Si-O-Al-, and -Al-O-Al- bonds and are consistent with silicate and 

aluminate tetrahedra in the form of [SiO4]⁻ and [AlO4]⁻ [2]. The silicate and 

aluminate tetrahedra are arranged in a disordered way (Fig. 1), which has been 

confirmed by 29Si and 27Al solid-state (SS) magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR [21]. 

Their chemical formula is described as Mn[-(SiO2)z - AlO2-]n⋅mH2O, where M is an 

alkali metal ions, such as Na or K. The presence of Al3
+ in a tetrahedral environment 

makes geopolymers negatively charged, but it is balanced by alkali metal cations 

from the activating solution. 

Geopolymers are widely known as construction and porous materials. A better 

understanding of their pore structures can accelerate both their academic and 

commercial development. The applications, study of pore structure, and 

geopolymerization, as well as the factors affecting the pore structures of 

geopolymers, will be introduced in more detail in the following sections. 

Fig. 1. Schematic structure of geopolymer synthesized from metakaolin and NaOH.  
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2.1 Applications   

The two main applications of geopolymers will be introduced separately: One is 

working as construction materials and the other is usage as porous materials. 

2.1.1 Construction materials   

Geopolymers have been widely used as sustainable construction materials without 

CO2 emissions [3]. They are expected to replace other conventional construction 

materials, i.e., cementitious materials. The cementitious material is one of the major 

emitters of CO2, predicted to account for 25% of anthropogenic CO2 emissions by 

2025 [22]. When cementitious materials are made, the initial chemical reaction is 

the decomposition of CaCO3 to CaO and CO2, and the CaCO3 comes from their 

raw material, limestone [23]. The raw materials of geopolymers are free of CaCO3. 

The use of geopolymers as construction materials has been also motivated by 

their excellent mechanical properties, such as compressive strength, flexural 

strength, and apparent density [4]. The compressive strength of geopolymers has 

been reported to reach up to 80 MPa [24]. 

Geopolymers also have many other desirable properties as construction 

materials. For example, they can retain high compressive strength after firing 

between 800 ℃ and 1000 ℃ [25]. This is due to their chemically bound water, 

which can migrate and evaporate to prevent damage to aluminosilicate frameworks. 

Geopolymers can also have long-term durability against aggressive environments, 

such as alkali attack, acid attack, chloride-induced corrosion, atmospheric 

carbonation, and freeze-thaw attack [26]. 

Low-calcium aluminosilicate geopolymers are a special class of alkali-

activated materials (AAM), where the reaction mechanisms and reaction products 

are partially overlapping. The term geopolymer is used in scientific literature to 

refer to low-Ca aluminosilicates, while in other circles, it is often conflated with 

AAMs in general. While the low-Ca (<10 wt.% CaO) AAMs have been 

commercialized in high-value applications, such as in heat-resistant composites, 

the high-Ca AAMs have been commercialized in construction applications as a 

low-CO2 alternative to Portland cement with superior durability [27]. The AAM 

concrete has been used over the past few decades in different parts of the world, 

the largest single application being the 70,000 tons pour at Brisbane airport in 2014 

[28]. 
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2.1.2 Porous materials  

As mentioned before, geopolymers are often regarded as amorphous zeolites, as 

they include 3D frameworks consisting of silicate and aluminate tetrahedra, but the 

arrangements of these tetrahedra vary. Zeolites have an ordered arrangement, 

appearing in crystallite form, while geopolymers are arranged in a disordered way 

[29]. 

Furthermore, zeolites have been known globally as one of the most frequently 

used porous materials as adsorbents and heterogeneous catalysts [30]. They are also 

potential porous materials as they have similar frameworks as zeolites. Additionally, 

they process advantages over zeolites, such as low price and mild synthesis 

conditions. 

There are two emerging utilizations taking advantage of their pore structure: 

One is the application as adsorbents, especially in the field of water treatment [6] 

and solid battery electrolyte [7]; another one is an application as catalysts, 

especially for the reduction of nitrogen oxides and oxidation of volatile organic 

compounds [5]. More applications of geopolymers as porous materials have been 

continuously explored. 

2.2 Importance and characterization of pore structures   

As geopolymers are regarded as both substitutes of conventional construction 

materials and excellent porous materials, it is important to understand their pore 

structures better. The most important porous properties of geopolymers are porosity, 

pore volume, pore size, pore connectivity, and specific surface area. The 

importance of understanding pore structures can be explained from two 

perspectives. 

First, when geopolymers are used as construction materials, their mechanical 

properties are affected by the pore structure. Especially, the compressive strength 

is greatly affected by porosity [8]. The high porosity leads to low compressive 

strength. The permeability is highly dependent on the level of pore connectivity 

[31]. Additionally, the information about the growth of the pore structure during 

curing can also help to evaluate the feasibility of incorporating geopolymers into 

commercial production and knowing the setting duration during construction. 

Second, the high porosity and high specific surface area-to-pore volume ratio 

(S/V) are two preconditions for advanced porous materials [32]. The pore size limits 
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the size of the guest molecules, and the pore connectivity determines whether the 

adsorbed guest molecule can reach targeted adsorbed/catalytic sites [9]. 

Many experimental methods have been used to study the pore structures of 

geopolymers. Thus, N2 physisorption [10] and MIP [11] are two of the most popular 

conventional methods for detecting the pore structures of porous materials. N2 gas 

and mercury are used as probes, respectively. They provide the PSD, pore volume, 

surface area, and pore size effectively. However, the powder specimen is required 

for N2 physisorption. The wet geopolymer is in a gel state, and the dry geopolymer 

is in a block solid state, which means they need to be ground to powder when their 

pore structures are characterized by N2 physisorption. Grinding may change the 

pore structures of geopolymers. Additionally, the MIP provides the throat size, not 

the real pore size [33]. 

The microscopic techniques, such as SEM and TEM (Figs. 2a and 2b), are 

characterization methods, which provide 2D images of the pores [12]. TEM 

provides higher resolution for material structure than SEM. The pore sizes can be 

estimated by both methods. 

The tomography techniques (Fig. 2c) based on X-ray [13] and electrons [14] 

have been used to image the 3D frameworks of geopolymers in a nondestructive 

manner. They are not only able to provide the pore sizes, but the pore connectivity 

can be seen as well. They are good at detecting the pores in the scale of micrometers. 

The micropores and mesopores are out of their detection range. 
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Fig. 2. Images of geopolymers acquired using (a) SEM, (b) TEM, and (c) X-ray 

tomography.  

2.3 Geopolymerization   

Geopolymers are formed by treating aluminosilicate precursors, such as metakaolin, 

fly ash, and slags, with high alkaline solution. The geopolymerization represents 

the growth process of the chemical and pore structures after reactants are mixed 

together [34]. The geopolymerization happens during the curing process, 

describing the setting process of geopolymers. 

Many experimental methods have been used to study the mechanism of 

geopolymerization. 29Si and 27Al SSNMR spectroscopy [35], infrared spectroscopy, 

[36] and pair distribution function analysis [37] were applied to observe the 

evolution of chemical structures, and SEM with TEM were used to study the 

change of surface and inner porous structures during curing [38]. Differential 

scanning calorimetry was used to monitor the reaction heat flow [39]. The 

measurements of mechanical strength were also exploited to understand the 

geopolymerization [35]. By using these methods, many geopolymerization 

mechanisms were proposed. 
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In the 1950s, Glukhovsly proposed a general reaction mechanism consisting of 

three stages: destruction–coagulation, coagulation–condensation, and 

condensation–crystallization [40]. Later, researchers developed this mechanism 

into various versions according to the knowledge about the zeolite synthesis. All of 

them start from the dissolution of the precursors and end with the condensation of 

the whole structure, but the intermediate stages vary (Fig. 3). Next, the 

characteristics at different stages will be introduced. 

Many studies have shown that the dissolution stage is present at the beginning 

of the geopolymerization. This is the stage where the precursors are dissolved into 

solutions under the effect of alkaline hydrolysis [34]. The precursors become Al 

and Si monomers, which are mainly in the species of Al(OH)4⁻, OSi(OH)3⁻, (OH)3-

Si-O-Al-(OH)3, and so on [41]. Water is also consumed during this stage [34]. 

Following dissolution, some researchers also propose a stage for monomers to 

reach equilibrium, called speciation equilibrium [34]. 

The monomers then go through a series of intermediate dehydration reactions 

leading to a gel phase. Different studies proposed different numbers of dehydration 

stages, leading to different numbers of gel phases [40–48]. Two stages, gelation and 

reorganization, are proposed by some researchers [34, 35, 37] as shown in Fig. 3, 

and thus there are two gel phases. However, some other studies show only one 

phase formed from one gelation stage [44, 49, 50]. Gels result from a dehydration 

reaction. Some water molecules adsorbed during the dissolution stage are released 

during the intermediate dehydration reactions [34]. 

The formed gel continues to polymerize and condense to the solid polymer, 

which is also a dehydration reaction with water release [34]. Most of the proposed 

mechanisms finish here, but a little amount of the cured polymer was found to 

transfer to zeolite form following condensation [47]. 

Due to the complexity of geopolymerization, it is hard to say that it has been 

fully revealed. Additionally, as stated that various studies show different opinions 

to geopolymerization, more information should be acquired to boost them into 

commercial production. 
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Fig. 3. Geopolymerization mechanism. 

2.4 Factors affecting polymerization, structures, and properties of 

geopolymers   

Many factors have been studied examine their effect on geopolymers. They can be 

classified into the following three types: 1. the ratios of the input of reactants, 

including w/s, Si/Al, and Si-to-Na ratio (Si/Na); 2. the type of aluminosilicate 

sources and alkali activators used for synthesis; and 3. the curing conditions, such 

as temperature and humidity [51]. Generally, these factors simultaneously affect 

geopolymerization, structure, and properties. When the duration and the detailed 

process of geopolymerization [52] are varying under the influence of these factors, 

the chemical and pore structures are prone to variations [53] because these two 

structures are grown from different geopolymerization processes. Porous properties, 

including the pore size, pore volume, porosity, and pore connectivity, are thus 

different. Pore structures have also been shown to affect the mechanical properties 

of the fresh and hardened geopolymers [54]. 
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The effect of the ratio of the reactants will be introduced in more detail because 

interesting trends in how they affect the properties, pore structure, and 

geopolymerization have been revealed both in other studies and in this thesis. By 

tracing these trends, geopolymers can potentially be modified to a desired form. 

Thus, a deeper understanding of the influence of w/s and Si/Al are two objectives 

of this thesis. 

The w/s is an important factor affecting the geopolymer formation, as water 

participates in the whole chemical reaction process during the curing process [53]. 

High initial w/s was found to accelerate the dissolution of raw materials and the 

hydrolysis of Si and Al species, because the amount of the chemical reaction 

medium, water, increases [56]. However, the gelation/polymerization and 

condensation stages were found to be slowed down with high w/s used, and thus 

the degree of polymerization is decreased [57]. Therefore, the w/s affects the pore 

structure significantly. With an increasing w/s, the porosity, pore size, and pore 

volume of geopolymer increase as well [58]. In the end, the compressive strength 

decreases as the w/s increases, and this is mainly because the porosity increases 

[59]. 

The Si/Al ratio is another important factor affecting the chemical structure of 

geopolymers. The structure of geopolymer with Si/Al of 1.7 has been proven to be 

stable and, simultaneously, the compressive strength is maximum [60]. In contrast, 

if the geopolymer is synthesized with an Si/Al >2.5, a dense structure is not formed, 

and thus the geopolymer has a low compressive strength [61]. Additionally, the 

Si/Al in the range 1.5–2 leads to a smaller pore size [62]. 

The Si/Na ratio has a great influence on the degree of polymerization of the 

dissolved species. The curing time of geopolymer increased when the Si/Na ratio 

increased from 0.4 to 0.8 because not enough alkali ions could be used to activate 

the Si species when the Si/Na is high [63]. The geopolymer formed from Si/Na over 

1 has low strength due to poor reactivity of alkali solution [64], whereas the Si/Na 

of 0.75 leads to lesser porosity and high strength [65]. 

Although the effect of these ratios on the geopolymerization and pore 

structures of geopolymers has been studied many times, these studies are still 

limited to the traditional invasive characterization methods as stated in Sections 2.2 

and 2.3. A development of nondestructive and information-rich characterization 

methods is needed to obtain a more exact and deeper understanding of the influence 

of these factors. 

The effect of another factor on the pore structure of geopolymer, NH4OH 

posttreatment, is also investigated in this thesis. Although there are many other 
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posttreatment methods used in zeolites modification, such as acid and strong alkali 

(NaOH) treatments, they tend to destroy pore structures of zeolites in a large scale. 

The NH4OH treatment is a much milder process for modifying the pore structures 

of zeolites [66], and thus the effect of the NH4OH treatment was selected. It was 

found that this treatment increases the size of micropores in the mesopore region 

and improves connectivity [67]. As geopolymers are amorphous zeolites, we aimed 

to figure out how the mild alkali treatment affects the geopolymers pore structure. 

This would provide a new way of modifying the geopolymers pore structure. 

It is also reasonable that the different types of aluminosilicate sources and 

alkali activators used in synthesis lead to different structures and properties, 

providing different chemical composites [4]. The common aluminosilicate sources 

are metakaolin, fly ash, low-calcium slags, and mining wastes. Sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) and potassium hydroxide (KOH) are the two most frequently used alkaline 

solutions [34]. Geopolymers studied in this thesis were prepared with metakaolin 

and NaOH. SiO2 or sodium silicate solution were used to adjust the amount of SiO2 

contained in their structures. 
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3 Nuclear magnetic resonance 

The NMR is a physical phenomenon at the atomic scale observed when nuclei are 

inserted into a strong magnetic field. To observe the signal, the nuclear spins are 

perturbed from equilibrium using radiofrequency radiation. As the spins return to 

equilibrium, a signal is observed. A more thorough treatment of NMR theory can 

be found in references [68–71]. 

The NMR is applied in the characterization of porous materials, such as silica 

gel [72, 73], cement-based materials [74, 75], zeolites [76–79], metal–organic 

frameworks (MOFs) [80, 81], carbon nanotubes [82, 83], and supramolecular 

materials [84]. The most common application of NMR is in the determination of 

chemical structures based on chemical shift information. Less common NMR 

techniques include relaxometry, cryoporometry, and 129Xe NMR, which can be 

used to detect information about porous structures nondestructively. The following 

sections will describe the theories and applications of these NMR techniques in 

more detail. 

3.1 Basics of NMR   

Nuclei with nonzero spin have a magnetic moment μ detected by NMR. The 

magnetic moment is written as 

 𝝁 𝛾𝑰, (1) 

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus, and I is the spin angular 

momentum vector. 

When the nucleus is placed in an external magnetic field along the z-axis, B0, 

the magnetic moment starts to precess around the B0 due to Zeeman interaction. 

This precession is called the Larmor precession [85]. The Larmor (angular) 

frequency is proportional to B0 as 

 𝜔 𝛾𝐵 , (2) 

Furthermore, the orientations of I are quantized. The nucleus with spin quantum 

number I has 2I + 1 orientations and each orientation can be represented by 

quantum number m. The quantum number m can have the following values of 

 𝑚 𝐼, 𝐼 1, 𝐼 2, … , 𝐼. (3) 
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For example, in the external magnetic field, the nucleus with I = 1/2 has two 

orientations, and thus they have two energy states, m = 1/2 and m = −1/2. The 

energy difference between the two states is (see also Fig. 4) 

 ∆𝐸 . (4) 

where h is the Plank’s constant. 

For a system containing N nuclei, the total magnetization along the z-axis at 

thermal equilibrium (Mz,eq) is 

 𝑀 , . (5) 

where T is the temperature, and k is the Boltzmann constant. 

The magnetization vector is rotated away from the z-axis using a radio 

frequency (RF) pulse; its frequency is close to the Larmor frequency. After the 

perturbation, the magnetization of both processes around the z-axis takes place and 

approaches equilibrium due to a process called relaxation. The precession induces 

an oscillating voltage to detection coil, which is called the free induction decay 

(FID) signal. The time-domain signal is converted into the frequency-domain 

spectrum by the Fourier transformation 

 FT f 𝑡 F 𝜔 f 𝑡 e d𝑡. (6) 

 

 

Fig. 4. Effect of Zeeman interaction on the energy levels of a nucleus with I = 1/2. 
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3.2 Chemical shift   

In the NMR spectra, important information is conveyed by the chemical shift. 

When nuclei are inserted in an external magnetic field B0, this external field 

experienced by the nuclei is modified by the surrounding electrons. This shielding 

effect creates a local field of 

 𝑩 𝝈 ∙ 𝑩 . (7) 

Here, σ is the shielding tensor. For a liquid sample, or when applying fast MAS on 

solid sample, the shielding tensor reduces into isotropic shielding constant, σ, and 

the resonance frequency of a nucleus, ω, is 

 𝜔 𝛾 𝐵 1 𝜎 , (8) 

where σ is the shielding constant. When nuclei are in different chemical 

environments, they have a slightly different ω. A dimensionless relative value 

chemical shift (δ) in parts per million (ppm) unit is introduced to reflect this as 

 𝛿 10 , (9) 

Here, ωref is the frequency of a reference compound. For example, 

tetramethylsilane is often used as a reference compound for 1H, 13C, and 29Si spectra. 

Chemical shift is used to distinguish different components in the system according 

to their different local chemical environments. 

3.3 Relaxation   

Relaxation times are other indicators to figure out the different components in the 

system. With the application of a RF field, nuclear magnetization is rotated from 

the external field direction toward the transverse direction. After this extra field is 

removed, the magnetization returns gradually to equilibrium. This recovery is 

described by the so-called relaxation times, and this physical recovery process is 

relaxation [86, 87]. This thesis studies two relaxation times: longitudinal relaxation 

time, called T1 or spin–lattice relaxation time, and transverse relaxation time, called 

T2 or spin–spin relaxation time. 
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3.3.1 Longitudinal relaxation   

The T1 relaxation describes the recovery of the longitudinal magnetization to 

thermal equilibrium (Mz,eq) according to 

 𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 , 𝑀 , 𝑀 0 e . (10) 

The T1 values can be measured by inversion recovery (IR) [88] or saturation 

recovery (SR) [89] experiments. In the IR experiment (Fig. 5a), the magnetization 

is rotated to the –z-axis by a 180° pulse and Mz(0) = –Mz,eq. After time td, the 

recovered magnetization is read by a 90° pulse. For a single component system, the 

longitudinal magnetization obeys the equation (see Fig. 5c) 

 𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 , 1 2e . (11) 

In the SR experiment (Fig. 5b), the magnetization can be rotated to the xy plane in 

many ways. The saturation section includes one or several 90° RF pulses and 

potentially also gradient pulses. Another 90° pulse is employed to read the 

recovered magnetization after time td (Fig. 5d). The equation becomes 

 𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 , 1 e . (12) 

The longitudinal relaxation happens due to the interaction of the spins with 

surrounding environment, and thus it is also called the “spin–lattice relaxation”. In 

this thesis, the 1H T1 of water were measured by the SR pulse sequence as shown 

in Fig. 5b and 129Xe T1 of xenon were measured by IR experiments (Fig. 5a). 
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Fig. 5. (a) IR and (b) SR pulse sequences and the recovery of magnetization as a 

function of time in the (c) IR and (d) SR experiments, respectively. 

3.3.2 Transverse relaxation   

The T2 relaxation describes the recovery of the transverse magnetization (Mxy) to 

thermal equilibrium state (Mxy,eq) and at the equilibrium, Mxy,eq = 0. In the rotating 

frame, transverse magnetization of a single component system decays to zero 

according to the equation 

 𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 0 e . (13) 

The T2 values are often measured by using the Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill 

(CPMG) pulse sequence [90] (Fig. 6a). The CPMG pulse sequence consists of a 90° 

excitation pulse along the x-axis and n 180° refocusing pulses along the y-axis. The 

duration between 180° pulses is 2τ. The signal is observed as an exponential (Fig. 

6b). 

The essence of the transverse relaxation is the decoherence of the nuclear spins. 

In detail, the heterogeneous local fields result in varying precession frequencies, 

and there is loss of the coherence between the spins. T2 is also called the “spin–spin 

relaxation.” 
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Fig. 6. (a) CPMG pulse sequence and (b) the evolution of magnetization during 

acquisition. 

3.3.3 Relaxation time distribution 

Here, T2 and T1 values obtained from single exponential fits are often shown as 

relaxation time distributions. The distributions were created by inserting the 

relaxation times and their standard deviations (SD) to the Gaussian function of 

 𝑃
√

exp   . (14) 

3.3.4 Pore size detection by relaxometry   

Generally, T1 and T2 reflect the dynamics of the molecules. When T1 and T2 of liquid 

molecules in the pores are detected, the pore structures can be studied. When the 

liquid is confined in pores, a liquid layer with a thickness of ζ is in contact with the 

solid surface. The relaxation times of this liquid layer (T1,2,surf) are decreased from 

the relaxation times of bulk liquid (T1,2,bulk) [91]. Consequently, the average 

relaxation times of liquids in pores are shorter than of the liquid in free state [92]. 
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The measured T2 and T1 (T1,2,measured) of liquid molecules in pores are related to the 

S/V and surface relaxivity (ρsurf), according to the equation 

 
, , , ,

𝜌 . (15) 

Here, T1,2,bulk is the T1 or T2 relaxation time of bulk liquid. The S/V reflects the pore 

size. For example, for the open cylindrical pore, S/V = 2/r, where r is the radius of 

the cylinder. ρsurf is equal to ζ/T1,2,surf. Therefore, T2 and T1 reflect the pore size. 

3.3.5 Surface affinity detection by relaxometry   

Motion of a water molecule adsorbed on the surface of porous material is illustrated 

in Fig. 7. After the adsorption of the water molecule on the surface from the bulk 

water, it diffuses across the surface by moving between neighboring adsorption 

sites. This surface motion is represented by a diffusion correlation time, τm, 

averaged over all surface adsorbed molecules, and 1/τm describes the time of 

transitions between adsorption sites. The molecule then desorbs back to the bulk 

water. This exchange between adsorbed and bulk water molecules is described by 

the surface residence time, τs. 

At a low magnetic field, surface relaxation times are much shorter than bulk 

water relaxation times, i.e., T1,2,surf << T1,2,bulk. The T1,measured/T2,measured is 

approximate to T1, surf/T2, surf, and it can be written as [93] 

 ,

,

,

,
. (16) 

Therefore, T1/T2 is depends only on τm and τs for a given ω0. As τs/τm is a measure 

of surface affinity [94], T1/T2 reflects the strength of surface interaction between 

the water molecule and the pore surface [95]. 
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Fig. 7. Schematic of the motion of a water molecule adsorbed on a pore surface. 

3.4 Two-dimensional relaxation experiments 

With the development of the 2D Laplace inversion, the analysis of exponential data 

from 2D relaxation NMR experiments were made possible. These 2D relaxation 

NMR experiments have higher resolution for detecting different components or 

their changes than 1D experiments. 1D relaxation experiments measure single 

parameter, T1 or T2, while 2D relaxation experiments measure two parameters 

simultaneously. Thus, they allow for the measurement of correlation between the 

parameters. The most common 2D relaxation experiments are T1–T2 [96, 97] and 

T2–T2 [98] experiments. 

The pulse sequence of a T1–T2 correlation experiment is a combination of IR 

or SR with CPMG experiments, and it is shown in Fig. 4. A 180° inversion pulse is 

used for IR (Fig. 8a), and n 90° pulses are used for SR (Fig. 8b); td is the delay for 

T1 recovery, and the delay for T2 decay is n times 2τ. The acquired signal is 

transformed by 2D Laplace inversion to 2D T1–T2 correlation spectra (Fig. 8c). The 

peak of free water is always aligning on the line of T1 = T2. The detected water 

phases confined in pores, such as A and B, align on the line of T1 = nT2. In this 

thesis, the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 8b was used to get all the T1–T2 maps. 
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Fig. 8. (a) T1IR–T2 pulse sequence, (b) T1SR–T2 pulse sequence, and (c) the schematic 

of a T1–T2 correlation map. 

The pulse sequence of T2–T2 exchange experiment is shown in Fig. 9a. It includes 

two CPMG loops separated by a delay τm. Before τm, signal decays due to T2
(1), and 
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after τm, if T2
(1) = T2

(2), diagonal signals are observed (Fig. 9b). However, if there 

are two pools A and B in the system, and there is exchange between the pools during 

the τm, off-diagonal signals appear. For a porous system, the exchange peaks can 

reflect pore connectivity. 

 

Fig. 9. (a) T2–T2 pulse sequence and (b) the schematic of a T2–T2 exchange map.  

The signal S observed in 2D relaxation experiments as a function of encoding times 

tD1 and tD2 in the first and second dimensions can be written as 

 𝑆 𝑡 , 𝑡 ∑ exp exp 𝑃 𝑇 ,𝑇   

 𝑁 𝑡 , 𝑡 , (17) 

in which TD1 and TD2 represent the relaxation times detected in the first and second 

dimensions, P(TD1, TD2) is the distribution of relaxation times and N(tD1, tD2) 

represents the signal noise. 
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In this thesis, all the 2D relaxation signals were converted into 2D distributions 

of relaxation times, also called 2D relaxation maps by a 2D Laplace inversion [99, 

100]. In general, the Laplace inversion is an ill-posed problem and very sensitive 

to experimental noise. The inversion was made more stable and physically justified 

by a nonnegativity constraint, which allows only positive intensities in the 

relaxation map. Furthermore, unreasonable oscillation of the relaxation time 

distributions was reduced by using a regulator smoothing the distributions. The 

algorithm was accelerated by a singular value decomposition. 

3.5 NMR cryoporometry   

When a liquid is confined to a small pore, the melting temperature point is lowered 

according to the Gibbs–Thomson equation of [101, 102] 

 ∆𝑇 𝑇 𝑇 𝑎
∆

. (18) 

Here, ∆Tmelting is the melting point depression, Tmelting is the bulk melting 

temperature, Tmelting(a) is the melting temperature of the liquid in cylindrical pores 

with size of a, σcl is the frozen phase–liquid phase interfacial energy, ∆Hf is the bulk 

enthalpy of fusion, and ρc is the density of the frozen liquid. This equation can be 

rewritten as 

 ∆𝑇 , (19) 

where k is a constant dependent on the liquid. Hence, this physical phenomenon 

can be used to detect the pore size. 

NMR cryoporometry is a thermoporometry method that detects the amount of 

liquid water at a range of temperatures. From this, the melting point distribution 

and thus PSD can be determined [103]. In a spin echo or CPMG experiment, the 

signal intensity S is proportional to the hydrogen content ρH as 

 𝑆~𝜌 𝑒 . (20) 

Here, t is the observation time. As the T2 relaxation of ice is <10 µs [104], by using 

t > 50 s, signal from the solid is eliminated, and thus S represents the volume of 

liquid water. 

The PSD ∂V/∂a can be derived from the equation [105] 

 𝑎
∆

∆

∆
~

∆
, (21) 
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where V is the volume of pores. 

It has also been proposed that the signal intensity can be approximated by the 

function [106] 

 𝑆 𝑋 ∑ 𝑆 1 erf
√

/2, (22) 

where X = 1000/T, n is the number of phase transitions; S0i, Xci, and σi; are the 

intensity, 1000/Tci and the width of the temperature distribution curve of phase i, 

respectively. 

By differentiating Eq. 21 with respect to X, the melting point distribution curve 

dS/dX, which is a sum of Gaussian functions, is given by 

 ∑
√

exp
√

. (23) 

The pore size distribution dS/da, obtained from Eqs. 18, 19, and 21, is 

 
√

∑
√

. (24) 

3.6 129Xe NMR 

Xe has been often used as a probe gas in NMR experiments, because 129Xe chemical 

shift is sensitive to the surrounding chemical and physical environment. Xe atom 

has a large electronic cloud and any distortion in the electronic cloud affects the 

chemical shift. When Xe gas is used in a porous system, 129Xe chemical shift can 

be regarded as a sum of three major contributions [107]: 

 𝛿 𝛿 𝛿 𝛿 . (25) 

Here, δ0 is the chemical shift at zero pressure, δXe-solid is the chemical shift caused 

by Xe interacting with solid structure, and δXe-Xe is the term representing the 

interactions between Xe atoms. In porous materials, the δXe-solid term is dependent 

on the interaction of 129Xe with the pore wall and is therefore dependent on the 

porous structure, such as S/V, a, and surface morphology. The δXe-Xe term becomes 

larger as the Xe concentration grows. At the low gas pressure, it can be neglected. 
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3.6.1 Variable temperature measurements 

129Xe NMR spectra collected at variable temperature (VT) is a way to measure pore 

sizes and heats of adsorption. The 129Xe chemical shift is proportional to S/V [108] 

as 

 𝛿 . (26) 

Here, δa is the chemical shift of Xe adsorbed on the surface of pores, K is the 

Henry’s constant, and R is the gas constant. K depends on the heat of adsorption Q: 

 𝐾 , (27) 

where K0 is a preexponential factor. 

3.6.2 2D EXSY  

The 2D EXSY NMR provides information in exchange between different sites. The 

EXSY NMR includes two frequency axes (Fig. 10). The basic scheme of 2D NMR 

experiments includes four periods: preparation, evolution, mixing, and detection 

[68]. In the EXSY experiment [109] (Fig. 10), during the preparation period, there 

is a 90° pulse. After the evolution period t1, two 90° pulses with the interval tm form 

the mixing period, and then during t2, there is the detection period. 

In the EXSY spectra, there are diagonal and off-diagonal peaks. The diagonal 

peaks represent spins that did not exchange during the mixing period. The off-

diagonal peaks represent spins that exchanged during the mixing period. 

Commonly, a set of spectra are acquired with variable tm to see the appearance and 

the change of peaks, and to find the exchange time. In that sense, EXSY is a 3D 

experiment. 

The EXSY experiment can detect both chemical and physical exchange 

processes. The exchange time scale needs to be longer than the NMR timescale, 

but shorter than T1, so that the exchange can be resolved in the EXSY spectra. The 

NMR timescale is 1/(2π∆v), where ∆v is the difference of the resonance frequencies 

of the nuclei [110]. 

By studying the exchange between Xe gas adsorbed in different pores, the pore 

connectivity can be understood. 
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Fig. 10. (a) 2D EXSY pulse sequence and (b) the schemetic of a 2D EXSY spectrum. 

3.6.3 Selective inversion recovery  

Selective IR experiment can be considered a 2D exchange experiment [111] (Fig. 

11a). The pulse sequence for the selective IR experiment is similar to the IR 

experiment, but the 180° inversion pulse is a selective pulse, which only excites the 

selected frequency region (Fig. 11b). First, the selected peak (A) is inverted by the 

180° pulse, and then the intensities of all the peaks are read by a 90° pulse after the 

recovery time td. If there is exchange between sites A and B, intensity of signal B 

is decreased as well due to selective inversion of A. 

For a system undergoing exchange with n sites, the time dependence of the 

magnetizations is given by [112] (Fig. 11c) 
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⎝

⎛

𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 ,

𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 ,

⋮
𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 , ⎠

⎞ 𝐴

⎝

⎛

𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 ,

𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 ,

⋮
𝑀 𝑡 𝑀 , ⎠

⎞, (28) 

where the Mn(t) is the magnetization of the nth site at time t, and Mn,eq is the 

equilibrium magnetization of site n. A is the magnetization decay rate matrix 

including the spin–lattice relaxation rates of site n (R1,n) effecting the exchange 

rates between two sites n with m (knm): 

𝐴

𝑅 , 𝑘 ⋯ 𝑘
𝑘
⋮
𝑘

𝑘
𝑅 , 𝑘 ⋯ 𝑘

⋮
𝑘

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

𝑘
𝑘
⋮

𝑅 , 𝑘 ⋯ 𝑘

. (29) 

The solution of the Eq. 28 can be written as 

 

𝑀 𝑡
𝑀 𝑡
⋮

𝑀 𝑡

𝑀 ,

𝑀 ,

⋮
𝑀 ,

exp 𝐴𝑡

⎝

⎛

𝑀 0 𝑀 ,

𝑀 0 𝑀 ,

⋮
𝑀 0 𝑀 , ⎠

⎞, (30) 

where Mn(0) is the initial magnetization right after the selective inversion. 
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Fig. 11. (a) Schematic NMR spectra of a two-site system at equilibrium. (b) Selective IR 

pulse sequence. (c) Intensities of the two peaks as a function of recovery time in the 

selective IR experiment. 

3.7 Single-sided NMR  

Nowadays portable single-sided NMR devices are quickly becoming increasingly 

popular [113]. Unlike in the typical high-field spectrometer, the sample is outside 

of single-sided device (Fig. 12). Hence, the single-sided devices are not limited by 

the sample size. The unlimited sample size not only helps to recover the real 

production condition but also simplify the sample preparation for NMR scan. As 

the magnetic field of single-sided NMR devices is very inhomogeneous, the 
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frequency-domain chemical shifts cannot be acquired. However, time-domain 

experiments based on spin echoes, i.e., relaxation and diffusion experiments, can 

be performed. 

When performing a CPMG experiment on a single-sided device, the measured 

T2 (T2,measured) of the liquid in pores is affected by diffusion as [114] 

 
, ,

𝛾 𝑔 𝜏 𝐷, (31) 

To obtain the real T2 values (T2,real), T2,measured can be measured as a function of echo 

time 2 so that T2,real and diffusion coefficient (D) can be separated. The effect of 

diffusion is negligible when D and g are small, and 2 is short. 

 

Fig. 12. Schematic of a single-sided NMR device. The curves with arrows represent the 

magnetic field lines, and “rf” refers to the radio frequency coil. 
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4 Pore structures and polymerization of 
geopolymers detected by 1H and 129Xe NMR 

To get a better understanding of the pore structures of geopolymers, advanced NMR 

methods, including 1H relaxometry, NMR cryoporometry, 129Xe NMR, and 

relaxometry were applied. The pore sites, sizes, and connectivity of geopolymers 

were investigated both during and after curing. The effects of w/s, Si/Al, and 

NH4OH posttreatment to the pore structure and geopolymerization, i.e., curing 

process, were also revealed. 

N2 physisorption and MIP were also used to get conventional data of pore 

structures of the geopolymers to compare with NMR data. 27Al and 29Si MAS 

SSNMR were collected to characterize the chemical structures. 

4.1 Pore structure during and after the curing process detected by 
1H NMR relaxometry and cryoporometry (Paper I)  

The 1H NMR relaxometry is an efficient tool for detecting the pore sizes and 

connectivity in cementitious materials in a noninvasive and nondestructive manner 

[15]. The 1H NMR cryoporometry is also a noninvasive method, in which the pore 

space is probed by observing phase transitions of water confined in pores to acquire 

PSD [17]. 

In Paper I, three geopolymers, G0.66, G0.63, and G0.53, were prepared. They 

had the w/s of 0.66, 0.63, and 0.59, respectively, and oxide molar ratios of SiO2: 

Al2O3: Na2O: H2O = 4: 1: 1: X, where X = 17, 16, and 15, respectively. We applied 

relaxometry methods to longitudinally monitor the change in their pore network 

during curing. 2D T1–T2 and T2–T2 maps were used to detect the pore connectivity, 

and NMR cryoporometry was applied to detect the PSDs of cured geopolymers. 

Additionally, the effects of the w/s ratio on both curing process and cured pore 

structure were investigated. 

4.1.1 Monitoring of curing process  

The curing processes of three geopolymers with different w/s were monitored by 

acquiring T2 and T1 data on the Magritek Spinsolve 43 MHz NMR spectrometer. 

The inherent residual water in the system can be exploited as an NMR probe 

[115,116]. The relaxometry data was fit using Eqs. 13 and 12 (Figs. 13a–c and 14a–

c) to find the relaxation times. The T2 and T1 distributions at various curing times 
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are plotted in Figs. 13d–f and 14d–f. The T2 and T1 plots as a function of curing 

time are shown in Figs. 13g and 14g. The S0 fitted from T2 and T1 data are shown 

in Figs. 13h–i and 14h–i. The S0 is equal to Mxy(0) in Eq. 13 or Mz,eq in Eq. 12. 

For the porous systems, the measured T2 and T1 values are related to the pore 

size according to Eq. 14. As shown in Figs. 13g and 14g, the T2 and T1 values 

decrease until day 8 and then remain stable until day 14 for all three samples. The 

decreasing T2 and T1 values during the first 8 days of curing are ascribed to the 

decreasing pore diameter as a function of curing time, which indicates that pore 

structures were gradually forming. All three samples finished their curing process 

at day 8.  

The S0 values acquired from T2 and T1 data represent the mobile proton signal 

intensities. The S0 starts from a value smaller than the second point. This low 

starting point indicates water was adsorbed to participate the chemical reaction of 

the dissolution of metakaolin and the dissolution stage is assumed to occur before 

the data were collected. From hours 1 to 5, S0 increased for three geopolymers (Figs. 

13i and 14i), and this is ascribed to the water released during the hydration stage 

[34]. The detectable water content then decreased until day 8 because, as the curing 

proceeds, the free water becomes bound water, and the bound water is silent in 

NMR experiments due to its short T2 [117]. At this time point, the signal intensity 

decreases as the w/s ratio decreases. 
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Fig. 13. T2 derived from CPMG experiments during curing of three geopolymers: G0.66, 

G0.63, and G0.59. In a–f, the curing time is color coded. (a–c) raw and fitted signal of 

CPMG experiments, (d–f) T2 distributions derived from the signal. (g) T2 as a function of 

curing time and (h,i) S0 as a function of curing time (Reprinted under CC BY 4.0 license 

from Paper I © 2021 Authors).  
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Fig. 14. T1 results derived from T1SR experiments during curing of three geopolymers: 

G0.66, G0.63, and G0.59. (a–c) raw and fitted signal of T1SR experiments, (d–f) T1 

distributions derived from the signal, (g) T1 as a function of curing time, and (h,i) S0 as 

a function of curing time (Reprinted under CC BY 4.0 license from Paper I © 2021 

Authors). 

4.1.2 Pore sites and connectivity of cured geopolymers  

After 14 days of curing, three samples were saturated with water for 8 days. After 

8 days of saturation, the samples were fully water-saturated, as the signal intensities 

did not increase anymore. 2D T1–T2 and T2–T2 experiments were then used to detect 

the matured pore structures of the three geopolymers on the Magritek Spinsolve 43 

MHz NMR spectrometer. Four peaks are present in the T1–T2 correlation maps 

(Figs. 15 a–c), and three peaks are present in the T2–T2 exchange maps (Figs. 15 d–

f). In the T1–T2 correlation maps, there are three peaks along the line of T1 = 3.7T2. 

These peaks are ascribed to three pores with three pore diameters. The peak with 
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long T2 and T1 is the pore with a large pore diameter. Peaks I, II, and III are 

attributed to water in pores with small, medium, and large pore diameters. An 

exchange peak is present between the peaks representing water in small and 

medium pores. This means that small and medium pores are well connected, i.e., 

water moves between the two pores. In the T2–T2 exchange spectra, the three pores 

are also detected. The peak of the small pores is missing from diagonal because it 

was filtered by the 1 ms storage time. However, the exchange peak between the 

missing Peaks I and II still appears. 

Fig. 15. (a–c) T1–T2 correlation maps and (d–f) T2–T2 exchange spectra acquired with 

mixing time of 1 ms of G0.66, G0.63, and G0.59 samples (Reprinted under CC BY 4.0 

license from Paper I © 2021 Authors).  
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4.1.3 Pore size distributions of cured geopolymers  

To obtain the PSDs, the NMR cryoporometry experiments were performed with 

three different echo times on Bruker Avance III 500 MHz spectrometer. When the 

longer echo time is used, lower signal intensities are obtained due to T2 filtering 

(Figs. 16a–c). The intensities of pores A and B decrease more than pore C. This 

implies that pores A and B have shorter T2 than pore C, and thus the pores A, B, 

and C correspond to the peaks I, II, and III in the 2D spectra, respectively (Fig. 15). 

Fig. 16. PSDs derived from NMR cryoporometry experiments with different echo times 

(Reprinted under CC BY 4.0 license from Paper I © 2021 Authors).  

The results of the NMR cryoporometry experiments with the shortest echo time are 

compared with the PSDs acquired by two conventional methods, N2 physisorption 

and MIP (Fig. 17). Three mesopores around 3, 10, and 30 nm were detected using 
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both cryoporometry and N2 physisorption. The pore diameters measured by these 

two methods are consistent with each other (Table 1). However, only one peak is 

shown in MIP plots, because MIP measured the size of the pore throats instead of 

the pore bodies or smallest pores are under the MIP detection limit. The pore sizes 

of medium (B) and large (C) pores are found to decrease as the w/s decreases (Table 

1), but the pore size of small pores (S) does not change with w/s changing. 

 

Fig. 17.  PSDs measured using cryoporometry, N2 physisorption, and MIP of (a) G0.66, 

(b) G0.63 and (c) G0.59 (Reprinted under CC BY 4.0 license from Paper I © 2021 Authors). 
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Table 1. Pore diameters measured using three methods. The location of the maxima of 

the peaks is shown (Adapted under CC BY 4.0 license from Paper I © 2021 Authors).  

Pore diameter (nm) Cryoporometry  N2 physisorption  MIP 

A B C A B C A B C 

G 0.66 2.4 9.9 35  3.5 15 42  – 11 – 

G 0.63 2.5 9.9 23  3.5 11 31  – 9.1 – 

G 0.59 2.5 8.8 17  3.6 9.0 30  – 7.7 – 

Three pores with different pore sizes were found in the three geopolymers with the 

w/s of 0.66, 063, and 0.59 (Fig. 18), respectively. The small pores with a pore size 

of about 3 nm were hypothesized to be zeolite-analogous pores, and their sizes do 

not change. Zeolite-analogous pores of geopolymer were assumed to result from 

the analogous building unit cells shown in zeolites because this pore size is 

consistent with the unit cell size of zeolite Y [118]. The medium pores with the pore 

size of 9 nm were hypothesized to arise from disordered arrangement of the unit 

cells, which is called a geopolymer disordered pore. The large pores are believed 

to be defective sites, stemming from the presence of the terminal hydroxyls 

resulting from the breakage of -Si-O-Al- bonds. 

Fig. 18. Schematic of the cured pore structure of geopolymer (Adapted under CC BY 4.0 

license from Paper I © 2021 Authors).  

In this work, the growth of the pore structure was longitudinally monitored by the 

change in T2 and T1 values, and the matured pore structures were studied by 2D 

relaxometry, as well as NMR cryoporometry. Three mesopores were found, from 

which the two small pores were found to be connected. The two larger mesopores 
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were found to have a slightly increasing pore size with an increasing w/s. A range 

of w/s was hypothesized to be the reason for the small change of pore size. 

4.2 Effect of w/s on the pore structure detected by 129Xe NMR 

(Paper II)  

In Paper I, the two smaller mesopores of geopolymers were found to be connected. 

In Paper II, the level of pore connectivity was further explored. Additionally, the 

pore structures of the geopolymers with a narrow range of the w/s 0.66–0.59 was 

studied in Paper I. In Paper II, a wider w/s range of 0.75–0.42 was studied by 129Xe 

NMR methods on Bruker Avance III 400 and 600 MHz spectrometers. Six samples 

were prepared with w/s ratios of 0.75, 0.66, 0.63, 0.59, 0.50, and 0.42, respectively. 

They had oxide molar ratios: SiO2: Al2O3: Na2O: H2O = 4: 1: 1: X, where X = 19, 

17, 16, 15, 13, and 11, respectively. 

4.2.1 Pore sites 

The 129Xe NMR chemical shift is highly sensitive to the local chemical and physical 

environment. In porous materials, the 129Xe NMR chemical shift is sensitive to pore 

sizes: the smaller the pore, the larger the shift [119]. 

The 129Xe NMR spectra measured at room temperature for six geopolymers 

with different w/s are shown in Fig. 19. Two peaks and pore sites are found in G0.75 

and G0.42 (Figs. 19a and 19f), while three pore sites are found in the other samples 

with medium water content (Figs. 19b–e). All the samples show one peak around 2 

ppm, which is ascribed to Xe in large pores or free gas between the particles. This 

peak is labeled F. G0.75 and G0.42 have another peak around 14 ppm, and this is 

assigned as a big pore, named B. However, the B signal intensity of G0.42 is low, 

and this indicates that the pore structure of G0.42 did not form well. This is 

reasonable because the w/s = 0.42 is theoretically the lowest w/s for synthesizing a 

geopolymer. The four medium water content samples have larger chemical shifts, 

shown at about 30 ppm, and thereby smaller pore sizes for pore B than G0.75 and 

G0.42. Additionally, a small pore signal S is found for G0.66 to G0.50 at around 

56 ppm. 
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Fig. 19. 129Xe spectra of Xe gas adsorbed in six geopolymers (Reprinted under CC BY 

4.0 license from Paper II © 2022 Authors). 

4.2.2 Mesopore size measurements by variable temperature 

experiments  

To measure the pore sizes associated with these peaks, VT (182–302 K), the 129Xe 

NMR experiments were performed (Fig. 20a). The pore size of B pores was 

obtained by fitting Eq. 26 with the chemical shifts of peak B as a function of 

temperature (Fig. 20b). The resulting pore sizes were plotted and compared with 

the average pore sizes measured by N2 physisorption in Fig. 20c. It should be noted 

is that the PSDs derived from N2 physisorption show three mesopores: B1, B2, and 

B3, while these three pores average together in the 129Xe spectra as one peak B. 

The pore sizes acquired from the two methods are in close agreement with each 

other, and the deviation is <7% (Fig. 20d). For G0.50–G0.66, the average pore size 

decreases as the w/s decreases, agreeing with the N2 physisorption results. Although 

G0.75 shows a pore size of 35 nm from N2 physisorption data, the VT 129Xe NMR 
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data show that it has the pore size of about 213 nm. It is hypothesized that the 

average pore size of G0.75 is greater than the upper detection limit of the N2 

physisorption measurement here. The fitting results also include the heats of Xe 

gas adsorption (Fig. 20e). The G0.75 sample has higher heat of adsorption than 

other samples. This means the Xe gas is more stable in G0.75 than in other samples. 

 

Fig. 20. (a) VT 129Xe spectra and (b) 129Xe chemical shifts (dots) determined from the VT 
129Xe spectra and fitted lines as a function of temperature, (c) PSD acquired from N2 

physisorption, (d) average pore size of pore B from two methods, and (e) the fitted heats 

of adsorption extracted from VT 129Xe data of five geopolymers with w/s of 0.75, 0.66, 

0.63, 0.59, and 0.50 (Reprinted under CC BY 4.0 license from Paper II © 2022 Authors). 

4.2.3 Pore connectivity detected by selective inversion recovery and 

relaxation  

The selective IR 129Xe NMR experiments were performed to quantify the exchange 

rates at 188 K and 263 K. The signal intensities of B, F, and S as a function of 

recovery time at 188 K are plotted in Fig. 21c. The intensity of peak F starts to 

decrease after B is inverted in the period of 1–10 ms, and this is due to the 

magnetization transfer. The exchange rates kBF were found by fitting Eq. 30 with 

the signal intensity as a function of inversion time (Fig. 21e). At 188 K, kBF is equal 

to 20 s⁻1 for G0.66–0.50. Corresponding exchange rates for G0.75 and G0.42 could 

not be determined due to a low signal-to-noise ratio. At 263 K, kBF is about 100 s−1 
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for G0.63 to G0.50 (Fig. 21f). When w/s increases, kBF increases to 160 s−1 and 230 

s−1 for G0.66 and G 0.75, respectively. 

 

Fig. 21. Exchange results acquired from selective IR 129Xe NMR experiments at (a, c, and 

e) 188 K and (b, d, and f) 263 K. (a,b) 129Xe spectra, (c,d) plots of signal intensity as a 

function of recovery time and (e,f) plots of exchange rates as a function of w/s at two 

temperatures (Adapted under CC BY 4.0 license from Paper II © 2022 Authors). 
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T1 is plotted as a function of w/s in Fig. 22. At 188 K, T1 of F and B are equal (Fig. 

22c). This is because the exchange between these sites is faster than the T1 

relaxation of the respective sites, kBF
−1 << T1. S has T1 of about half of that for F 

and B, indicating that exchange times tSF and tSB are equal or longer than T1, i.e., 

tSF and tSB ≥ 0.5 s. The exchange rates between S and other sites were not detected 

or studied here due to the small size of peak S. Additionally, T1 of all the signals 

decreases as w/s increases. At 263 K, the faster exchange and longer T1 leads to 

more obvious exchange averaging, reflected by almost the same T1 values for all 

three sites (Fig. 22d). Exchange rates kSF
−1 and kSB

−1 are thereby <4 s. In conclusion, 

the exchange times between S and other two sites are in the order of seconds. 

The T2 of F and B as a function of w/s is also plotted in Fig. 22. The T2 values 

of S were not detected as the signal intensities are too low. At 188 K (Fig. 22a), the 

T2 of F (0.2 ms) is much shorter than the T2 of B (1–3 ms), which means T2 is not 

exchange averaged as T2 is shorter than exchange time kBF
−1 (50 ms). The T2 of B 

increases with increasing w/s, suggesting that the mesopore size increases with an 

increasing w/s, which agrees with the average pore diameters measured by N2 

physisorption (Figs. 20c and 20d). At 263 K, the T2 values of F and B are closer to 

each other, because of the averaging from fast exchange (Fig. 22b). 

Fig. 22. 129Xe T2 and T1 as a function of w/s at 188 and 263 K (Reprinted under CC BY 4.0 

license from Paper II © 2022 Authors).  
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The 129Xe gas NMR methods were applied in this thesis to study the pore sites, 

sizes, and connectivity, while liquid-state 1H NMR methods were applied in Paper 

I. Furthermore, in Paper II, a wider w/s range was studied than in Paper I. Three 

pore sites were identified when w/s was in the range of 0.63–0.50. When the w/s 

increased to 0.75, just two pore sites were formed and the lowest w/s of 0.42 did 

not form a good pore structure. The 1H relaxometry showed that the small pores are 

connected to the medium pores, while 129Xe NMR indicated that all detected pores 

were connected (Fig. 23). Together, these two papers reveal that when w/s increases, 

larger mesopores are formed. The 129Xe NMR also revealed that when w/s increased 

up to 0.66, the pore connectivity was enhanced. 

Fig. 23. Schematic of pore structures of geopolymers detected using the 129Xe NMR 

methods (Adapted under CC BY 4.0 license from Paper II © 2022 Authors).  

4.3 Effect of Si/Al on geopolymerization studied by a single-sided 

NMR device (Paper III)  

The effects of w/s on the curing process and pore structure were thoroughly studied 

by 1H relaxometry, cryoporometry, as well as 129Xe spectroscopy and relaxometry. 

The effect of another factor, Si/Al, to the mechanism of geopolymerization and pore 

structure was also investigated. Four samples with various Si/Al of 1, 1.5, 2, and 

2.5 were prepared and named G1, G1.5, G2, and G2.5, respectively. Four samples 

had oxide molar ratios of Na2O: H2O: Al2O3: SiO2 = 1: 17: 1: X, where X = 2, 3, 4, 

5, respectively. They all have a diameter of 5.1 cm and a height of 1.5 cm. 

A small size of the specimen used for normal NMR device was suspected to be 

unable to recover the real state of geopolymer. In Paper III, a single-sided NMR 
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device (Fig. 12) with 13.29 MHz operating frequency and 7 T/m (310 kHz/mm) 

constant gradient was used to perform NMR experiments. The measurements by 

this device were not constrained by the sample size. 

4.3.1 Geopolymerization processes 

The curing process was monitored by T2 and T1 measurements for four 

geopolymers with different Si/Al (G1, G1.5, G2, and G2.5). G1 showed five stages 

of geopolymerization, while G1.5, G2, and G2.5 showed three stages. 

In G1 (Fig. 24), S0 starts from a low signal intensity, which provides indirect 

evidence of the dissolution of metakaolin before the data collection. When 

metakaolin is dissolved into Si and Al monomers, water is consumed in the 

dissolution reaction [34]. This low S0 starting point was also found in Paper I (Figs. 

13i and 14i). 

The first 3 hours of measurement comprise the second stage of 

geopolymerization, during which the adsorbed water is released, shown as an 

increase of S0. This stage is a gelation stage [120], where the monomers gradually 

form to a gel phase with Si/Al of 1, gel 1. The decreased T2 indicates decreased pore 

size and means that the pore structure has gradually formed. 

After hour 3, T2 and S0 decrease until hour 12. The decreased S0 is attributed to 

water binding with gel 1. The bound water could not be detected in NMR 

experiments. The bound water occupies pore spaces and leads to the decreased T2. 

From hour 12 to day 13, the T2 increases, and S0 is stable. This is the fourth 

stage, a reorganization stage. During the reorganization, the gel phase transforms 

from gel 1 with Si/Al of 1 to gel 2 with Si/Al of 2. Gel 2 has a larger pore size than 

gel 1 and thus T2 increases. S0 is constant due to two opposite effects: Water is 

released during reorganization and then bound to the solid matrix. T1/T2 increases 

during the stage IV, which suggests that gel 2 has higher surface affinity to water 

than gel 1 (see Section 3.3.4). 

During the last stage, from day 13 to day 33, T2 decreases, and S0 increases. 

Gel 2 including bound water polymerizes and condenses to form the final 

geopolymer skeleton, which results in decreased T2. This stage is the 

polymerization and condensation stage, where water is released. G1 finished its 

curing in 33 days. Although S0 still decreased slightly by 11% over the next 84 days, 

this was assumed to be a consequence of the evaporation of water. 
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Fig. 24. (a) T2, (b) S0 and (c) T1/T2 data of G1 as a function of curing time, as well as (d) 

the schematic figure of geopolymerization of G1 (Reprinted, with permission, from 

Paper III © 2022 Authors).   
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In G1.5, G2, and G2.5 (Fig. 25), the same low starting point of S0 is also observed, 

indicating the dissolution stage before the experiments. The first hour is the second 

stage, gelation stage, where T2 decreases and S0 increases. These three samples are 

different from G1: After the gelation stage, the gel phase with Si/Al of 2 is formed 

directly. This results from one of two mechanisms: 1) the different ratio of Si with 

Al monomers during dissolution or 2) gel 1 is too short lived to be observed with 

this experimental set up. The third stage, the condensation stage, finishes at day 5, 

day 10, and day 124 for G1.5, G2, and G2.5, respectively. Both T2 and S0 decrease 

during this last stage. By comparing these three samples, we found that the lower 

Si/Al contributes to a shorter curing process, with a shorter condensation stage. 

T1/T2 for samples G1.5 and G2 do not change significantly during the observation 

period, most probably because most of the chemical reactions has already taken 

place before the first observation point on day 1. In contrast, T1/T2 of G2.5 increased 

until the end of monitoring. G2.5 has the lowest w/s of 2.4. Therefore, we interpret 

that the low amount of water is limiting the progress of polymerization reaction in 

the G2.5 sample. 
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Fig. 25.  (a) T2, (b) S0, and (c) T1/T2 data of G1.5, G2, and G2.5 as a function of curing time 

and (d) their schematic of geopolymerization (Reprinted, with permission, from Paper 

III © 2022 Authors). 
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4.3.2 Chemical and pore structures of cured geopolymers   

The effect of Si/Al on the chemical and pore structures was characterized after 

curing. The chemical structure was studied by 27Al MAS SSNMR on the Bruker 

Avance III 300 MHz spectrometer. N2 physisorption, T2, and analysis T1/T2 were 

used to measure the pore sizes and surface affinity to water. 

The 27Al MAS SSNMR spectra show two peaks for all four geopolymers (Fig. 

26). The peak at 58 ppm arises from tetracoordinate Al [121], which is structural 

Al, while the peak at 10 ppm is hexacoordinate Al from unreacted metakaolin [121]. 

In the case of the three samples with Si/Al < 2.5, the unreacted metakaolin peak is 

very small, but it is quite large for the G2.5 sample. This means that metakaolin did 

not fully dissolve in the NaOH solution when Si/Al was 2.5. 

 

Fig. 26. 27Al MAS SSNMR spectra of (a) G1, (b) G1.5, (c) G2, (d) G2.5, and (e) metakaolin 

used for synthesizing geopolymers (Reprinted, with permission, from Paper III © 2022 

Authors).   

According to the N2 physisorption analysis, pore size decreases as Si/Al increases 

for G1 (48.2 nm), G1.5 (28.7 nm), and G2 (21.1 nm) samples (Fig. 27). This is in 

compliance with previous studies, which showed that larger Si/Al leads to smaller 

pore diameters in the Si/Al range of 1 to 2 [122]. Additionally, G1 has a peak at 

about 2.6 nm (conversed from the increasement from 0.45 to 0.55 P/P0 on the N2 

desorption curve), which is attributed to zeolite-analogous pores [123, 124]. This 

is in agreement with the finding that the geopolymer synthesized from raw material 
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with Si/Al of 1 prefers to form zeolite phase [125]. Therefore, we hypothesize that 

the presence of two gel phases during geopolymerization leads to the growth of 

zeolite phase and zeolite-analog pores. T2 values decrease with increasing Si/Al due 

to decreased pore size. 

 

Fig. 27. (a) T2 distributions and (b) PSD from N2 physisorption of G1, G1.5, and G2 

(Reprinted, with permission, from Paper III © 2022 Authors). 

The surface affinity is related to some other important properties of geopolymers, 

such as structural stability when they are used as fire-resistant materials and the 

ability of water adsorption when they are used as coating materials. T1/T2 has been 

stated in Section 3.3.4 to represents the surface affinity of porous materials to water. 

According to Fig. 28, T1/T2 is the highest (2.3) when Si/Al is 1.5. This indicates that 

G1.5 has the highest ability to adsorb water, making it the most promising candidate 

for fire-resistant and water-adsorption material applications. 
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Fig. 28. T1/ T2 as a function of Si/Al in the range of 1–2 (Reprinted, with permission, from 

Paper III © 2022 Authors). 

In summary, by monitoring the curing process with T2 measurements on NMR-

MOUSE, the Si/Al was found to affect geopolymerization. The sample with low 

Si/Al showed two gel phases during geopolymerization, while only one gel phase 

was observed for G1.5–2.5. The presence of two gel phases was also assumed to 

result in the formation of zeolite phase in geopolymer. 

4.4 Effect of NH4OH posttreatment on pore structure of 

geopolymer detected by 129Xe and 1H NMR (Paper IV)   

In Papers I–III, the effects of w/s and Si/Al on the pore structure were studied by 1H 

and 129Xe NMR methods. In Paper IV, the effect of NH4OH treatment on the pore 

structure of geopolymer powders was investigated, which has not been studied 

earlier. With this work, the development of a new way for tailoring the pore 

structure of geopolymer was investigated. 

Four sets of same geopolymer powders with oxide molar ratios of Na2O: Al2O3: 

SiO2: H2O = 1: 1.2: 3.8: 13.6 were treated with various NH4OH treatment times 

under room temperature, i.e., 0 min, 15 min, 3 h, and 24 h. They were named N1, 

N2, N3, and N4, respectively. 129Xe NMR experiments were conducted on Bruker 

Avance III 300 and 600 MHz spectrometers. 1H relaxation experiments were 

performed on Magritek Spinsolve 43 MHz NMR spectrometer, and 1H NMR 

cryoporometry experiments were performed on Bruker Avance III 500 MHz 

spectrometer. 
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4.4.1 Pore accessibility   

The pore accessibility of the four samples, N1, N2, N3, and N4, were probed by 

inserted Xe gas. 129Xe spectra and dynamics were studied: 129Xe exchange rates, T1 

and T2 were measured by performing selective IR, IR, and CPMG experiments, 

respectively. 

Two peaks were visible in the 129Xe spectra for the first three samples with the 

NH4OH treatment time from 0 to 3 hours (Figs. 29a–c). One peak appears at 6.6 

ppm, and it is attributed to the gas between particles, named BP. There is also a 

peak at around 45 ppm attributed to the gas inside particles, named inside pore (IP). 

The differences of chemical shifts between these three samples is slight. When the 

geopolymer was treated by NH4OH for 24 h (Fig. 29d), the spectrum shows only a 

broad peak at 19.9 ppm. This is a consequence of accelerated exchange due to the 

smaller particle size of sample N4 compared to other samples (Fig. 30a), which 

leads to exchange averaging of IP and BP signals [126]. 

As shown in the plots of exchange rates between inside (IP) and outside (BP) 

pores (Fig. 29e), the exchange rates are in the range of 140–270 s−1. Like the two 

sites detected in Paper II (Figs. 21 and 22), T1 is the same (Fig. 29f), but T2 values 

are different (Fig. 29c) for IP and BP for these three samples. This is because the 

exchange is faster than T1: k (140 to 270 s−1) >> 1/T1 (0.33 to 0.67 s−1) that T1 of 

two sites are exchange averaged. 

There is no change of exchange rates between the three samples, which means 

that the pore accessibility for guest gas does not change when the NH4OH treatment 

time is no more than 3 h. N1 has a shorter T1 (1.5 s) than N2 and N3 (3 s). Increase 

of T1 of IP and BP after the NH4OH treatment is assumed to arise from the changing 

chemical environment: NH4
+ gradually exchange with the original cations, like Na+ 

and H+, in the pores. T2 do not change as a function of treatment time (in 3 h). 

By using 129Xe NMR methods, the inside pores of four samples are found to 

be accessible for all four samples, as illustrated in Figs. 30b and 30c. 
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Fig. 29. 129Xe spectra of (a) N1, (b) N2, (c) N3, and (d) N4. 129Xe dynamic: (e) exchange 

rate (k) between sites IP and BP, (f) T1, and (g) T2 of two sites as a function of NH4OH 

treatment times in 3 h (Adapted, with permission, from Paper IV © 2022 Authors). 
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Fig. 30. (a) Particle-size distributions of the four samples measured using a laser 

diffraction particle-size analyzer. Assumed xenon gas exchange between IP and BP of 

(b) N1, N2, and N3, and (c) N4 (Adapted, with permission, from Paper IV © 2022 Authors).  

4.4.2 Pore sites and pore connectivity   

To detect the pore structure inside particles, water was employed as probe liquid, 

and 1H relaxation NMR methods were used. The 1D 1H T2 and T1 distributions were 

acquired, and 2D 1H T1–T2 and T2–T2 maps were collected.  

T2–T2 maps (Figs. 31a, 31c, 31e and 31g) and 1D T2 distributions sub-plotted 

on the top of them show four components. The component labeled with BP is water 

in large voids in-between particles. The peak S represents small pores. Two middle 

peaks between BP and S are assumed to be one class of big pores, as only one 

middle peak with 17 ms of T1 is shown in T1–T2 maps (Figs. 31b, 31d, 31f, and 

31h). They are labeled as B. Pore B appearing as two separate middle peaks may 
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result from the over-calculation of the number of components when T2 data were 

fitted. 

The 1D T1 distributions (sub-plotted on the right side of T1–T2 maps) show two 

peaks, which are attributed to the water inside pore (IP) and the water between 

particles (BP). The smaller number of detected pore sites than for T2 data means 

that T1 is more impacted by the exchange process. 

The ratio of the signal intensities between S with B (S/B) derived from CPMG 

experiments are shown in Table 2. The N1 to N3 has an S/B of 2, while S/B 

decreases to 1 for N4. The following two assumptions can be raised up for this 

change when the NH4OH treatment time increases from 3 h to 24 h. One is that the 

pore connectivity between S with B is enhanced and the faster exchange weights 

S/B. The components derived from T2 data has been found to be weighted by 

exchange process [127]. Another one is that a portion of small pores (S) enlarge 

into big pores (B). 

The change in pore connectivity with increasing NH4OH treatment time is also 

reflected from the exchange peaks in T2–T2 and T1–T2 spectra. The water exchange 

between pore S and outside pores (BP) is observed for N1, N2, and N3 in T2–T2 

maps (Figs. 31a, 31c, 31e and 32a). However, after 24 h NH4OH treatment, the 

exchange between S and B (Fig. 32b) is shown in both T2–T2 (Fig. 31g) and T1–T2 

spectra (Fig. 31h). Two assumptions can be come up with: One is that N4 has 

enhanced inner pore connectivity compared to other samples, leading to the 

obvious S-B exchange peak; another one is that the low signal intensity of B for 

N1, N2, and N3 may lead to the invisibility of their exchange peak. If the second 

case is true, it means that N4 has more B pores than the other samples. These two 

assumptions agree well with the two assumptions raising from the CPMG S/B data. 
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Fig. 31. 2D 1H relaxation maps of (a, b) N1, (c, d) N2, (e, f) N3, and (g, h) N4 with fully 

water-saturated: (a, c, e, and g) 1H T2–T2 maps with 0.2-ms mixing time and (b, d, f, and 

h) 1H T1–T2 maps. On the T2–T2 maps, the diagonal lines are T2 = T2. On the T1–T2 maps, 

the dashed diagonal lines are T1 = T2 and the solid diagonal lines are T1= 3T2. 1D T2 

distributions were sub-plotted on the top of T2–T2 maps, and T1 distributions were sub-

plotted on the right side of T1–T2 maps (Adapted, with permission, from Paper IV © 2022 

Authors).   
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Table 2. Percentages of signal intensities of S and B from CPMG experiments of four 

geopolymers with different NH4OH treatment times, as well as the portion between S 

with B (Adapted, with permission, from Paper IV © 2022 Authors). 

CPMG S B S/B 

N1 (0 min) 70% 30% 2.33 

N2 (15 min) 71% 29% 2.44 

N3 (3 h) 68% 33% 2.06 

N4 (24 h) 53% 47% 1.13 

 

Fig. 32. Assumed water exchange within three sites: S, B, and BP of (a) N1, N2, and N3, 

and (b) N4 (Adapted, with permission, from Paper IV © 2022 Authors). 

4.4.3 Pore size  

The pore sizes were measured to provide more information about pore structures. 

The VT 129Xe spectra were applied to measure the averaged pore size for N1, N2, 

and N3 samples. The 1H NMR cryoporometry and N2 physisorption were applied 

to acquire PSDs for all samples. 

The VT 129Xe spectra collected from 212 K to 324 K (Fig. 33a) show that the 

averaged pore sizes of all the pores inside particles were almost the same for N1, 

N2, and N3, at around 6 nm (Fig. 33c). 

The N2 physisorption (Fig. 34b) shows one peak at about 7 nm, while the 1H 

cryoporometry (Fig. 34a) shows three peaks for all samples. The peak at 100 nm is 
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free water. The micropore at about 1.7 nm corresponds to the pore S in Fig. 31. This 

micropore in not visible in the N2 physisorption PSDs because it is out of the lower 

limit of BJH analysis. The mesopore at around 7 nm corresponds to the pore size 

detected by N2 physisorption. 

As shown in Table 3, the percentages of signal intensities between S and B 

(S/B) of 1H NMR cryoporometry are close to the S/B from CPMG experiments 

(Table 2) for the samples treated within 3 h, which is about 2. N4 does not change 

their S/B of cryoporometry signal, whereas the CPMG percentage of N4 changes 

to 1. This may be because the cryoporometry experiments do not reflect the water 

dynamics, but T2 data are affected by enhanced pore connectivity. Combining S/B 

results acquired from NMR cryoporometry with two assumptions derived from S/B 

of CPMG (Table 2) and exchange peaks on 2D relaxation maps (Fig. 31), one thing 

is for sure that after 24 h NH4OH treatment, the S did not enlarge to B because S/B 

of cryoporometry signal stays stable. The changed S/B of CPMG signal (Table 2) 

and exchange peak of N4 (Figs. 31g and 31h) are consequences of the enhanced 

pore connectivity between S and B. 
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Fig. 33. (a) VT 129Xe spectra of N1, (b) chemical shifts of peak IP as a function of 

temperature, and (c) averaged pore diameter as a function of NH4OH treatment time 

(Adapted, with permission, from Paper IV © 2022 Authors). 
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Fig. 34. PSDs acquired from (a) 1H NMR cryoporometry and (b) N2 physisorption 

(Adapted, with permission, from Paper IV © 2022 Authors).  

Table 3. Percentages of signal intensities of S and B from cryoporometry experiments 

fitted by Eq. 24 of four geopolymers with different NH4OH treatment times (Adapted, 

with permission, from Paper IV © 2022 Authors).    

Cryoporometry S B S/B 

N1 (0 min) 63% 37% 2.33 

N2 (15 min) 68% 32% 2.13 

N3 (3 h) 68% 32% 2.13 

N4 (24 h) 68% 32% 2.13 

Combining 129Xe with 1H NMR methods, Paper IV shows that NH4OH 

posttreatment is a good way to enhance pore connectivity without changing the 

pore size of geopolymer. However, when conducting the NH4OH treatment to 

zeolites, the pore connectivity is also enhanced, and partial micropores are enlarged 

to mesopores at the same time [128]. 
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5 Summary and conclusions 

The porous structure, including pore sites, sizes, and connectivity of geopolymers, 

was comprehensively studied using advanced NMR methods. The 1H relaxometry 

and NMR cryoporometry methods were able to detect the pore structures 

nondestructively using inherent water in the system as a probe fluid. The 129Xe 

NMR spectra, selective IR, and relaxometry methods detected the pore connectivity 

more efficiently and comprehensively than other methods. The application of the 

single-sided NMR device also helped to overcome limitations stemming from the 

size of the specimen in NMR analysis. Additionally, the effect of three factors, w/s, 

Si/Al, and NH4OH posttreatment on the geopolymerization/curing and the pore 

structures were investigated. 

Paper I applied 1H relaxometry and NMR cryoporometry methods to study the 

pore structures of geopolymer in a nondestructive way. The evolution of pore sizes 

during curing and cured pore structure were both detected. Three mesopores, 

zeolite-analog pores, geopolymer disordered pores, and defective pores, were 

found in geopolymers. The zeolite-analog pores were connected using the 

geopolymer disordered pores. The geopolymer disordered pores and defective 

pores were found to become increase with the w/s. This finding of varying pore 

structures with w/s can be related to mechanical properties when geopolymers work 

as construction materials. 

Paper II applied 129Xe NMR methods to detect the pore structures of 

geopolymers in a wider w/s range. 129Xe NMR was able to detect pore sites, sizes, 

and connectivity efficiently. Three pore sites were again found for the samples with 

w/s of 0.66 to 0.50, in agreement with the 1H results in Paper I. However, the sample 

with w/s of 0.75 did not show zeolite-analog pores. 129Xe EXSY, selective IR, and 

relaxometry showed that all the pores were efficiently interconnected. The 

increased w/s was found to lead to not only larger pore sizes but also enhanced pore 

connectivity. This finding has two consequences. This method can be applied to 

study the relationship between pore connectivity and permeability when 

geopolymers are applied in the building industry. The inborn mesopores and the 

efficient pore connectivity also provide the basis for using geopolymers as more 

efficient catalysts than zeolites in some catalysis systems. 

Paper III revealed the effect of Si/Al on the geopolymerization and pore 

structure by a single-sided NMR device, NMR-MOUSE. This device is free from 

the limitation of the small size of the specimen for traditional NMR experiments. 

When the low Si/Al of 1 was used, five stages and two gel phases were found: one 
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gel with an Si/Al of 1 and another gel with an Si/Al of 2. Three stages and one gel 

phase (with an Si/Al of 2) were found for the samples with an Si/Al of 1.5, 2, and 

2.5. The presence of two gel phases during geopolymerization was assumed to be 

the main reason for the growth of zeolite-analog pores. This work provided a way 

to trace the pore structures of geopolymers back to their growth process. 

Paper IV investigated the effect of NH4OH posttreatment on the pore structure 

by combining 1H and 129Xe NMR methods. Micropores (1.7 nm) and mesopores 

(about 7 nm) were found to be accessible both with and without the NH4OH 

treatment. Their pore sizes did not change as the NH4OH posttreatment time 

increased, but the pore connectivity between two pores was enhanced after a 24 h 

NH4OH treatment. This provided a mild way to tailor the pore structure of 

geopolymer, which gave well-preserved pore size but enhanced pore connectivity 

of the whole pore system. This approach makes geopolymers more attractive as 

catalysts in catalysis processes. 

In conclusion, the 1H and 129Xe NMR analysis gave a full understanding of 

geopolymerization processes and geopolymers’ pore structures. Geopolymers were 

found to develop from the geopolymerization process, comprising dissolution, 

various gelation, and condensation stages. A micropore and several mesopores were 

found to be inborn and connected in cured geopolymers, providing the basis for the 

development of geopolymers for catalysis applications. Additionally, the w/s, Si/Al, 

and NH4OH posttreatment were found to be the three effective methods in the 

tailoring of the pore structures of geopolymers, also allowing for modification of 

mechanical properties. 
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